5 REASONS TO IMPLEMENT
™

EC/LO PRO

Whether you are considering a remote control locomotive (RCL) system
for the first time or already use it to improve the safety of your operation,
here are five reasons to implement Cattron’s EC/LO Pro system today.

1

INCREASED SAFETY

2

CERTIFICATION

3

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY

Keeping employees safe is a top priority for any rail operation.
RCL positions your operators in a safe location while not
compromising their ability to control and operate the locomotive.
Optional safety features can be added to the system. For example,
two-way RF communication ensures the operators have access
to critical status information at all times.

Meeting almost any frequency requirement, EC/LO Pro products
conform to EN50126, EN50128, EN50129, EN50239, EN50255
and VDV 211, are CE-compliant, meet TSI requirements with EBA
approval pending and have RED (Radio Equipment Directive)
approval. Various operator control versions are available to match
local requirements.

Implementing RCL frees up employees so they can be deployed
to other critical functions in the yard. In many cases, up to two
full-time employees can be redeployed per shift or per operation,
saving you time and resources and increasing the efficiency of
your operation.

4

MODULAR CONFIGURATION

5

EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE

Designed for various rail operations, EC/LO Pro includes a variety
of features and options that enable you to tailor the system to
fit your needs. Some available options are: a powerful alerting
device for safety, LED flashlight embedded into OCU, TransLoop
RFID features, cross-border operation, pitch & catch as well as
multitransmitter operation.

For more than 70 years, Cattron has built extensive domain
expertise in improving safety, efficiency and productivity for rail
operations of every kind. Class I, II and III railroads, locomotive
OEMs and industrial rail operators on a global basis rely on
Cattron solutions to keep their businesses running smoothly,
safely and with the latest in remote control expertise.

Learn more about EC/LO Pro and other safety and
efficiency solutions. Contact a Cattron representative
at sales.eu@cattron.com or visit cattron.com.
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